1 Nizāmī’s World Order

J.-Christoph Bürgel

My friend and mentor, Prof. Annemarie Schimmel (1922-2003), always wanted me to write a book on Nizāmī, giving it the title Nizāmī und die Ordnung der Welt (Nizāmī and the Order of the World), because the name Nizāmī is derived from ﻣﺎﻈﻧ (nizām) which means “order”. This is what I propose to do: to wander with Nizāmī through the various ontological layers of the world, starting with the sphere of stone and metal, passing through the realms of plants and animals onto the human kingdom, giving special attention to women, poor people, kings, poets (rather, the poet Nizāmī himself) and finally, prophets (especially Muhammad). After a brief look at demons, fairies, and angels, ultimately, we will reach the throne of God. Often more than one of these issues is involved, making it difficult to follow a strict and exclusive order. On the way, we will glance here and there at problems solved and unsolved.

Stones

Nizāmī’s stones are usually precious, appearing in metaphors and comparisons to describe beauty. There is also a scientific aspect attached to the topic of stones, which could interest a mineralogist. I will give only one example of the occurrence of precious stones: an incident in Nizāmī’s last and longest mathnavī, the Iskandar Nāma, involving a ruler and a young girl (IN26,17-61). Iskandar, portrayed as a strict monotheist who systematically destroys pagan (especially Zoroastrian) shrines and temples during his conquest of Persia, is about to destroy a golden statue of the Buddha in a temple of the old residence of Qandahar. The Buddha’s eyes are made of two precious jewels. Yet, a girl suddenly appears and tells him the jewels’ story. Two birds had brought the jewels from the desert and they aroused the cupidity of the mighty. After internal struggles they finally saw reason ( kukhrad kardishān ʿaqabat yāvari) and agreed to make a golden statue of Buddha and use the two jewels for the eyes. The girl closes her address with a hyperbolical compliment, praising Iskandar implicitly as sky and sun, and appealing to his generosity:
A jewel that was brought by the birds of the air / the sky will not want to take it back!
Every eye receives its light from the sun / How should the sun rob eyes?
A lamp that rejoices the blind /should not be extinguished by the seeing.
Don’t torment the hearts of a few women / don’t bereave them of the lamp of their nights!

Touched, Iskandar has the statue engraved with his name, putting it under his personal protection. More important than the flattery and the appeal to generosity is probably the allusion to the powerful people who overcame their cupidity and abstained from violence, because they were led by reason.

Plants

The same is true for Nizāmī’s mention of plants and trees. It usually implies a botanic dimension. As van Ruymbeke has shown, poetry and science are often intertwined in Nizāmī’s botanic verses, although his mentions remain overwhelmingly those of a poet rather than a scientist. Let me just mention one incident in the Khusraw u Shīrīn mathnawi: The stonemason and sculptor Farhad has fallen in love with Shīrīn, but she is beyond his reach due to the difference in social position. However, his love kindles Khusraw’s jealousy and the king, though married himself, wants to eliminate him. So, he sends the false news that Shīrīn has died, whereupon Farhad who was carving a pass through the mountain, throws his axe away and precipitates himself to death. The axe however, whose handle was made of pomegranate wood, falls in the ground and turns into a pomegranate tree with curative powers.

Another aspect of this ontological layer is the description of landscapes. Apart from verses describing sunrise, nightfall or moon- and starlit nights, to which I shall return towards the end of my paper, there are also some longer and independent descriptions of landscapes and of gardens. The Makhzan al-Asrār has one of the longest and finest of these, describing a gorgeous garden with flowers, trees and rivulets, which is a projection of the human heart. Nizāmī’s approach to nature makes it likely that the later paysages, e.g. the two famous descriptions of winter and spring-time in the
Haft Paykar which open and end the seven inserted tales, also posses a sim-
ilar double meaning: a concrete visible and an inner symbolic meaning. We
should also mention in passing Nizāmī’s masterful descriptions of fire,
in which the changing play of flames is rendered by ever new dynamic
metaphors.

Animals

Nizāmī’s tenderness towards animals derives from his love and respect for
every created being. He does not appear to have been a vegetarian like Abū l-‘Alāʾ al-Maʿarrī, the famous tenth-century Arabic poet, who con-
demned even the consumption of honey as robbery of the bees’ crop. His
descriptions of sumptuous meals include fowl, game and, of course, wine.
But he would probably have subscribed to the eleventh-century Andalusian
philosopher Ibn Tufayl’s view that man should not kill animals beyond the
necessities of self-preservation. He further attributes special mythic or ma-
gic qualities to certain animals and gives a supra-natural dimension to man-
animal relations. The modern critic might well consider here that the other-
wise so realistic poet crosses the line into the realm of magic and fairy-tales.

As a testimony to his compassion for animals, we find in the introd-
uction to Laylī u Majnūn his claim (perhaps influenced by al-Maʿarrī, who,
in turn may have been influenced by Indian thought) that:

For as long as I have been a human being/ not even the foot of an
ant has suffered injury from me.5

Nizāmī’s interest in animals is already evident in his first work. Animals
appear in one out of four of the twenty parables illustrating moral points:
parable 2 (two speaking owls), parable 6 (a hunter with his dog and a fox),
parable 7 (Farīdūn spares a gazelle), parable 8 (a fruitseller and a fox),
parable 10 (Jesus and a dead dog) and parable 20 (a nightingale and a fal-
con).6 Except for the dead dog in parable 10, all these animals have the gift
of speech, talking amongst themselves or with men.7 Parable 2 is the most
famous of all: the Sasanian emperor Anūshirvān and his vizier ride into a
village, where, on top of a ruined aywān, they spot a couple of owls appar-
ently talking to each other. The emperor asks his vizier, who understands
the language of animals, what they are saying. The vizier first begs and re-
ceives the emperor’s promise of pardon before explaining that these are
two male owls. One is the father, bargaining with his future son-in-law
about the dowry. The father demands a ruined village, such as the one in
which they are at present. The future son-in-law’s answer is that, provided
the king does not change his rule, he will be able to give not just one, but a thousand ruined villages! Anūshīrvān understands the lesson and thereupon begins to rule with that sense of justice that earned him his fame. Some of the animal motifs of the Makhzan reappear in the later mathnavī. The motif of sparing animals (parable 7: Farīdūn spares a gazelle) returns in Laylī u Majnūn. Majnūn interferes twice: when a hunter is about to kill a gazelle, and in the second case, a stag. These incidents show Nizāmī’s desire to fashion Majnūn’s character as a model of non-violence. Incidentally, the motif itself first appears in a hadīth about Muhammad interceding for a gazelle, and then again, long before Nizāmī, in the Kitāb al-Aghānī. Majnūn also spares a gazelle because she reminds him of his beloved Laylī. The motif of non-violence in this mathnavī becomes bipolar (working in both directions) when Majnūn starts to live with the wild animals who love and spare him as they spare their other preys. This is a well-known motif, ultimately going back to the saga of Orpheus, but also to an Old-Testament prophecy about the future kingdom of peace. Many of the greatest Muslim painters have illustrated it. In Islam, it was also linked with Solomon, because of his sway over the animals. The motif re-appears in illustrations of Moghul emperors to depict their love of peace, as shown in an enlightening article by Koch. The second important motif belonging in this chapter is that of animals directly or indirectly giving warning by their peculiar appearance or, in the course of a hunt, leading the hunter to an unsought-for place, a mysterious cave, etc. A parallel to the talking owls and their warning effect on Anūshīrvān occurs in the Haft Paykar. Here, it is the hero King Bahrām (nick-named Bahrām-i Gūr (“Bahrām of the Onagers”)) because of his fondness for that quarry who is taught a lesson by a dog, though not a speaking one. Deeply depressed by the deplorable state of his kingdom, the king visits a shepherd in the countryside. He notices a dog hanging from a tree. The shepherd explains that he totally trusted his dog to guard the sheep. When the flock began to shrink daily, he did not at first suspect the dog, until it turned out that he had a liaison with a she-wolf who demanded one sheep for every mating. So, the shepherd hanged him from that tree (HP34). Engrossed in his wedding festivities with the seven princesses of the seven climes or world regions, the king had neglected his government (not, as the story first suggests, for just one week but for a full seven years!), entrusting a vizier with the regency. Growing suspicious, the king orders an investigation: the vizier’s treachery and his tyrannical rule come to light and are duly punished. Both stories, that of Anūshīrvān and of Bahrām, also relate to two other major concerns of our poet; the issues of just rule and of self-awareness (Selbsterkenntnis), two topics, to which we shall return.

Two other remarkable incidents deserve mention as variants of the archetypal motif of the Animal-Guide, tackled by Donà in his magisterial
Per le vie dell’altro mondo. L’animale guida e il mito del viaggio.\textsuperscript{14} The double appearance of this motif in Haft Paykar (other examples occurring in Khusraw u Shīrūn and in Iskandar Nāma) reveals Nizāmī as a narrative architect, a master of far-spanning structures: in his youth, Bahram hunts a female onager, who leads him to the entrance of a cave guarded by a huge dragon. He realizes that the dragon has devoured the foal of the onager and that she has led him there to save her child. He kills the dragon and releases the colt still alive in the monster’s belly. The onager now ushers him into the cave, where he finds a large treasure in numerous jars, which he then orders to be loaded on camels and uses as gifts. Nizāmī summarizes the moral as in a fairy-tale:

\begin{quote}
A king who to a wild ass gave / justice; imprisoned in a grave
A dragon, finally, for his pains / salvation and a treasure gains.\textsuperscript{15}
\end{quote} 

This fabulous event foreshadows the later one, where Bahram is again led by an onager to a cave, in which, however, he mysteriously disappears, a fate reminiscent of that of Kay-Khusraw as told by Firdawsī. Bahram is aware that he is no longer hunting an ass but himself. He realizes for a last time the ambivalence of this world, symbolized in the double meaning of the two words گور (gūr “wild ass” and “grave”) and آهو (āhū “gazelle” and “defect” or “vice”). He realizes that the onager is guiding him فرشته پنام (firishta panāh “angel-protected”) towards Heaven. The constant punning on the double meaning of گور in this passage and the symbolism of this pun is representative of Nizāmī’s style. Illusion is one of the dominant motifs of this mathnavī. It is apparent also in the name of the bad vizier, which is راست روشان (rāst rawshān “Upright-Fair”) and reaches its peak in the Wednesday story, whose hero Māhān is haunted a whole night by one ghastly illusion after the other.\textsuperscript{16}

\section*{Man and Woman}

We now reach the anthropological dimension of Nizāmī’s work. How does he depict man? In the last narrative chapter of Haft Paykar, the poet addresses man:

\begin{quote}
آفرین را تونی فرشته پیاس
نیک مردی بینی که دندشه
آنجمه خواهی ولایت خردست

و افرينده را دليل شناس
با دانی نگر که دندشه
وانجه خواهی ولايت خردست
\end{quote}

(HP37, 95-7)
You are the angel, who defends / God’s praise; knows the Creator’s signs.
Contemplate goodness; be not bad / observe the beast; be not a beast.
Both good and evil you can weigh / aspire to Reason’s sovereignty.¹⁷

These few lines provide an example of Nizāmī’s enlightened monotheistic piety. He wants man to be pious, good, aware of God’s grace as visible in his creation, but at the same time, guided by reason. The image of man is central in his poetry. Let us examine only a few dominant aspects of this very complex topic. His image of man is neither flat nor idealized (except for his praise of princes, which consists of the usual superhuman panegyrics). In general, his image is dynamic and full of tension, displaying a thorough knowledge of man’s psyche. His heroes are not static types; they are human beings, who undergo a development, driven by their particular dispositions and emotions. They have to struggle against temptations that come from within, they have to purify themselves in order to become what the poet (here as it were in the place of God) wants them to become. Nizāmī is not blind to the reality of evil, particularly within the ruling classes. As mentioned above, there is the character of the tyrannical vizier in Haft Paykar who incarcerates thousands of innocent persons in the absence of the king. Seven released prisoners tell their deplorable fate, giving the reasons for their incarceration. Their reports on human injustice and cruelty¹⁸ are a sobering counterpart to the seven enchanting love-stories. They show Nizāmī’s awareness of the grievances of bad government, which were no less real during his time than for Nizām al-Mulk, a century earlier, from whose Siyāsat Nāma these reports are taken.

Nizāmī’s picture of human society is nuanced and in a certain sense, egalitarian, in that it includes the various strata of society, the poor as well as the rich, the rulers as well as the subjects (preferably shepherds). There is also his attitude towards the tender sex: his female protagonists are as endowed with noble features and dignified character traits as men.¹⁹ They are often even more virtuous than their masculine counterparts, which incidentally, applies also to many a tale in the Thousand and One Nights. Be it mentioned in passing that Nizāmī more than once compares his own poems to a bride.²⁰ It is particularly in the process of the self-awareness of male’s own limits, defects, vices, etc. that women play a decisive role. The women filling this psychological office come from all social strata, though the most impressive is the Armenian princess Shīrīn.²¹ For the development of her beloved Khusraw, she functions as the anima rationale, the uppermost part of the Platonic soul. This indicates that the mathnawī might function as Ibn Sīnā’s allegories (or, to use Henri Corbin’s expression, récits visionnaires), where the philosopher describes the drama of the human soul in
the shape of brief stories with characters representing the various psychic forces.

We encounter in the very first mathnavī the old woman who reproaches the Seljuk ruler Sanjar for his tyranny and warns him of the destructive consequences. In Haft Paykar we admire the slave-girl Fitna, who by dint of a courageous and shrewd plot, manages to teach her lord Bahram a lesson about self-control and moderation in moments of wrath.22 There are two powerful ladies in the Iskandar Nāma, one again a slave-girl, the other a queen (a late echo of queen Kandake in Pseudo-Callisthenes’s Iskandar novel). The slave-girl appears in male guise and fights in a number of battles against the Rūs or Varangians who lived in the Caucasus. As she is finally defeated by a giant serving the Rūs, her helmet falls off and her long fair hair betrays her true sex. The end of this story again proves Nizāmī’s conciliatory spirit. Having personally and bravely defeated the giant, and thereby the Rūs, Iskandar decides to celebrate this victory:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{به زدایانیان بر دلش گندت نرم} & \quad \text{چو شد معجزه از خوردن باده گرتم}
\text{بی‌پایید به رامشگه مرزبان} & \quad \text{بر فریمود کان بدی بی زبان}
\text{به رامشگه امدخ قوه بلند} & \quad \text{به فرمان شاه ان گفتار بند}
\text{فرود پزمروده درآن پزماه} & \quad \text{همه تن شکسته ز نورخی شاه}
\text{شفعیعی نه بیش از زبان بستگی} & \quad \text{به زاری بالاپد از آن خستگی}
\text{بخشود بر او دل شهردار} & \quad \text{چو مرد زبان بسته ناپید زار}
\text{بفرمود تا برگرفته بند} & \quad \text{ازان زور بیده تن زورمهمد}
\text{بر آزاد مردی زبان كس نکرد} & \quad \text{رها کردش ان شاه آزاد مرد}
\text{نوازش گری کرد با او تمام} & \quad \text{نشاندش به آزرم و دادش طعام}
\end{align*}
\]

(SN55,97-104)

When the wine had warmed his marrow, his heart felt mercy for the prisoners and he ordered to bring the speechless Russian from his gaol into the festival hall. So he came and entered the hall tottering and quite broken by the king’s majesty, moaning with exhaustion, his dumbness his only intercessor. However, when the king beheld him in so miserable a state and heard him moaning, he pardoned him from all his heart, ordered the defeated brute to be released from his chains, gave him freedom, persuaded that with the experience of such generosity, he would not act badly again.

However, the monster steals away to fetch the slave-girl, laying her down tenderly at Iskandar’s feet. The great victor is deeply moved and asks her who she is and why she has done what she did, risking her life in the battle. She discloses her identity, confessing that she is that neglected and forgotten slave-girl whom Iskandar had received from the Chinese emperor. She wanted to show him her value, whereupon he deigns to spend a few
nights with her enjoying her beauty and her music (like Fitna, she is a harpist). Queen Nūshāba was visited by Iskandar in disguise, masquerading as his own ambassador and demanding the queen’s submission. She recognizes him from his royal behaviour, and exposes him by showing him his portrait on a scroll with the portraits of all the living rulers. She shows him a table covered with bowls full of jewels and invites him to help himself. On his angry objection that these things are not edible, she admonishes him to be aware of the limited value of all the riches he has amassed by violence throughout his life. He profits from this lesson and revises his prejudices against the female sex. At the end of his visit, he makes a pact with her, binding himself not to use any violence against her. The scene belongs to a long line of episodes in the course of which Iskandar meets his limits, recognizing the dubious value of his conquests. It is, to use the expression of the French scholar de Polignac, a scene of non-achèvement. Another instance is the episode where Iskandar’s army fails to conquer a stronghold in the mountains used by a squad of robbers for their way-laying. Iskandar turns to a Dervish living in a nearby forest, who, by a mere sigh, induces the robbers to surrender. Nizāmī’s hero acts atypically, showing the poet’s preference for mildness over violence: instead of hanging or crucifying the defeated robbers, Iskandar after taking the stronghold and transforming it into a khān for travellers, gives them an indemnity for the loss of their castle with new property in that mountain.

Two other episodes illustrate similar non-achievements: Iskandar’s unsuccessful attempt to find the Water of Life and his resignation from his prophetic mission, under the impact of a perfect community, whose people lead a pious life without ever having been instructed by any prophet, simply on the grounds of their inborn insight and reason:

Of all that I gathered together, nothing but what I learnt from this people counts (...) If this means just behaviour, then what is our fundament? / If this means being human, who then are we? This is why I was sent through sea and steppe: / In order to attain this goal! In order to become weary of the nature of beasts / and to learn the manners of a people guided by their reason!
The verses are reminiscent of the beginning of *Khusraw u Shīrīn*: telling how king Hurmūz (Hormizd IV, r. 579-590) punished his own son, the futur Khusraw Parvīz, for trespassing against the public order in a night of carousel, Nizāmī exclaims:

نها باییگانه با دردانت خویش ...
که یا فرزند از انسان وقت بایی
که یادا زین مسلمانی ترا شرم
گر این گری مسلمانی کدام است

KS15, 29 and 31-33

Look at the jurisdiction they were practising in those days / not just with foreigners, but with one’s own child! (…) Where is that justice now and that just rule / that was employed even against an heir apparent?
The Zoroastrian religion made the world so warm / that you should be ashamed of this kind of Islam (ruling to-day).
We are Muslims, gabr is just a name for us/ But if this is Gabri, what than is Musalmani?

Some of Nizāmī’s wise characters possess that self-awareness from the moment they appear on the narrative stage. Thus, the vizier Buzurg-Umīd, who was in service of the Sasanian king Hormizd and later of his son Khusraw Parvīz: “his heart/mind, once careless, had become alert/conscious” KS14,44). Towards the end of this *mathnavī*, Buzurg-Umīd, requested by Shīrīn, gives an ingenious shortened version of *Kalīla wa-Dimna*. Khusraw is so impressed that he repents of all his deviations from justice and erects a new building of rightful ruling.28 In the following chapter, the wise Nizāmī, *hakīm-i Nizāmī*, gives wise advice to the reader and again emphasizes the role of self-awareness:

KS93, 17

Know yourself, for according to old wisdom (lit. meanings) you will know God if you know yourself.

This is but a Persian version of the famous hadīth “He who knows himself, knows his Lord” (man ʻarafa nafsahu ʻarafa rabbahu). But knowledge of God in Nizāmī’s view has nothing to do with a legalist attitude. As far as I can see, he never even touches upon the fulfilment of the Five Pillars of Islam. Rather, it means, as we shall presently see, to use one’s intellect,
one’s God-given reason, in order to behold God in the signs of His creation.

The notion of reason is central in Nizāmī’s thought. This is most evident in the *Iskandar Nāma*, which, as I have shown elsewhere, may be read as a defence of Greek philosophy. Iskandar’s evolution is conceived of as an ascent, but not from ordinary man to perfect man, which would mean that he gradually becomes invested with cosmic power, just as Prophet Muhammad and the Islamic rulers are presented in panegyrics in Nizāmī’s and other comparable poets’ works. In this respect, Nizāmī’s Iskandar novel may even be read as a correction of those boundless hyperbolic hymns. Nevertheless, his hero does develop unto a level high above that of the ordinary man. But Iskandar’s development is based on Fārābī’s concept of the qualities of the ideal leader of a perfect town, the *madīna fādila*, behind which Plato’s *Republic* is looming.29 A vision which requires of that leader that he be not just a governor and a warrior, but a philosopher and, finally, a prophet. Nizāmī does not mention Fārābī, but then he hardly ever mentions his sources.30 At the beginning of the *mathnavī*, the poet announces:

When, in the maze of history, I looked for a fitting hero for this book, the image of Iskandar rose before my eyes and it did not let itself be discarded. Do not take offence in this ruler. Some call him emperor, conqueror of kingdoms, even of the horizons, others, in view of his just government, attribute to him the glory of wisdom, still others consider him to be a prophet because of his purity and piety. From these three seeds that he has sown, I shall grow a tree with many fruits. First I shall speak of kingdom and conquest, then adorn my words with wisdom, renewing the old strife; finally, I shall knock at the doors of prophethood, because God gave him the title of a prophet.

As is so often the case with Nizāmī, Greek and Islamic elements are intertwined. Wisdom (*hikmat*) is for Nizāmī a Greek legacy as well as a
Qur'anic imposition: “renewing the old strife” refers, I think, to the increasing religious opposition against philosophy. More than a century earlier, in his Tahāfut al-falāṣīfīa and other works, al-Ghazālī had condemned as heretic some tenets of the Aristotelian school.\(^{31}\) Partly as a consequence of that verdict, two events in the last decade of the twelfth century, when Nizāmī must have been in his fifties or sixties, marked the history of Islamic thought like beacons. In 1191, the thirty-five-year old Suhrawardī, the founder of the hikmat al-ishrāq or “Wisdom of Illumination”, was accused of heresy and sentenced to death by the fatwa of a religious tribunal in Aleppo. In 1195, Ibn Rushd, then almost in his seventies, was banned from his home-town Cordoba and his books were burnt. Nizāmī must have been aware of these events when, by the turn of the twelfth or in the first years of the thirteenth century, he started work on his Iskandar Nāma, which he completed about 1204. His message, especially at the moment when Iskandar receives the call to prophethood, is crystal-clear: philosophy is God-given and thus compatible with religion. For this new journey, Iskandar equips himself with the holy scriptures (Nizāmī does not mention any book in particular) and also with three philosophical anthologies containing apophthegms by Socrates, Plato and Aristotle (IN20,83-6).

Less obvious, but perhaps more revealing of Nizāmī’s philosophical orientation is the already-mentioned incident towards the end of the epos: Iskandar reaches a town whose inhabitants behave like pious people. Their community functions even better than any real Persian, Byzantine or Islamic town. They leave their doors open, feel safe, fear no theft, trust in God concerning their crops, etc. All this however, without any official religion, without any prophet having instructed them, but just thanks to their reason (IN27).\(^{32}\) This is again in congruence with Fārābī’s views shared also by the later Arabic Aristotelians: man can be in contact with the Universal Intellect, and therewith ultimately with God himself, through philosophical training. Thus, by his inborn reason man can learn what revelation teaches. This kind of self-reliance could not fail to appear arrogant or heretic to religious factions who therefore looked with suspicion upon the adherents of Greek philosophy.\(^{33}\) Nizāmī was not a philosopher (if I am not mistaken, he uses only once the term ِفسوف fīlsūf).\(^{34}\) Nizāmī was a hakīm. His philosophy was less Aristotelian than Platonic. Nor was he a mystic,\(^{35}\) and he was less impressed by Neo-Platonism than were Sanā‘ī, Rūmī, Jāmī and others.

His philosophical tenets are those of his time, syncretic. He believed in occult sciences, as the inserted tales in the second part of the Iskandar Nāma show. In fact, these occult sciences, (astrology, alchemy, magic) were rated above philosophy in Late Antiquity and according to the Brethren of Purity. One could and should only study them after attaining complete mastery in philosophy. They were, according to the title of the best-known Arabic manual on magic, “The Philosopher’s Goal” (غاية الحكم).
Ghāyat al-hakīm). What interested Nizāmī was how, as a Muslim or a pious monotheist, to correctly deal with their power (Mächtigkeit), which could be autonomous, therefore dangerous and ultimately pernicious, or legitimate, i.e. subjected to the Will of God and serving good tenets. This is what the brief stories on astrology, alchemy, and magic in the Iskandar novel illustrate.36

Nizāmī’s Platonism is also manifest in the story about the magic power of music, the contest between Aristotle and Plato. Plato has full command of this power after exploring the music of the celestial spheres, while Aristotle fails when he wants to demonstrate that he is equal or even superior to Plato. In other words, this is not just a story on how to handle this power correctly, it is ultimately a parable about the victory of Platonism over Aristotelianism; a victory proven by Suhrawardī and ibn ‘Arabī, whose work was still in progress at the time of Nizāmī’s death.37 This story of the contest between Aristotle and Plato functions as a correction of that first competition, told in the Makhzan al-Asrār, which resulted in the death of the defeated sage. It is part of a collection of other competitive encounters: that of the Chinese and the Byzantine painters,38 and the dispute about love between Khusraw and Farhād.39 All these competitions show how our poet prefers peaceful encounters to deadly duels and wars.

A final example: In a fictional but meaningful assembly, Iskandar gathers seven sages of different epochs ranging from Thales (seventh/sixth c. BC) to Porphyry (third c. AD) to debate about the beginning of the world. One of the Aristotelian tenets anathematised by al-Ghazālī was the eternity of the world, i.e. the world had no beginning, it was never created. What does Nizāmī’s Aristotle say about the beginning of the world? Does he deny the creation? No, Nizāmī skilfully circumvents the problem, thus amending the condemnation in al-Ghazālī’s Tahāfut and saving Aristotle from being a heretic for the post-Ghazalian Muslim reader!

The identification of the sources used by Nizāmī, here as well as in the other poems, is still unsolved, a complex and intricate issue.40 Nizāmī himself is very uncommunicative. He emphasizes that he read many books and chronicles in various languages, but he hardly mentions any author or title of books. When he does, they are unexpected. Thus, for Haft Paykar he mentions Firdawsī, Bukhārī, the author of the famous hadīth collection and Tabarī, the great historian. Even stranger are his indications in the Iskandar Nāma. He mentions the famous Istamakhis (a work of dubious origin on magic and other occult sciences, which passed for a work by Hermes Trismegistos)41 and the Kitāb al-ulūf by Abū Ma’shar (a famous book on astrology by an outstanding early Arabic authority)42 along with a transparent allusion to Ptolemy’s cosmology. I further identified a number of travelogues he used for the description of Iskandar’s travels. The gruesome custom of the “head-adorers” (sar-parastān),43 who used a severed, but still living human skull, as soothsayer is probably gleaned from the Istamakhis
(though it also occurs in the above-mentioned *Ghāyat al-hakīm*). The story on black magic is obviously taken from the *Epistles* of the Brethren of Purity, who in turn found it in Plato’s *Republic*. This is the story of the Ring of Gyges, that could make its wearer invisible and was found and then misused by a shepherd who overturned the king of the country. It is likely that the tale about the musical contest between Plato and Aristotle is also inspired by a passage in the *Epistles* about the magic power of music.

### Nizāmī

We now switch from the chapter “mankind” to the study of one particular man, the poet Nizāmī. We have seen his high opinion of the female sex, which according to Bertels, the great pioneer of Nizāmī studies, is so opposed to the attitude of his time, that it can only be explained by the influence of his first wife Apak, who was a Kipchak and thus a Christian. Influenced by the ruling ideology of his time, Bertels also emphasized Nizāmī’s favourable attitude towards what he called the “working class”. But the eminent Russian scholar was not mistaken in his perception. Nizāmī does in fact introduce representatives of the lower classes, shepherds, slave-girls, and, most prominent of all, the sculptor Farhād, confronting them with members of the ruling class.

But what about his self-view as a poet? This image is remarkably high-flown, fully developed already in the introduction to his first epos, the *Makhzan al-Asrār*.

He describes the nature of true poets, ranking them very high, second only to the prophets, and as to their power, more mighty than magicians. The true poet is, to use the Latin terms, *vates et pontifex*, soothsayer and priest, invested with sacred or demonic power; these connotations are also present in our Western culture. Nizāmī is aware of the dangers involved when power is at stake. He uses a simple pun, already introduced by Islamic poets such as Sanā’ī, who felt the tension between piety and poetry resulting from the Qur’anic verdict on poets at the end of *Surah* 26. De Bruijn thoroughly analysed this conflict of “Piety and Poetry” in his study on Sanā’ī. Nizāmī also emphasises that:

> As long as the law (shar’) did not give you a name/ Do not strive to become famous in poetry (sh’ir).

Poetry will give you a place in Paradise (on the Sidra tree)/
Sovereignty in the kingdom of ideas (or poetic concetti).
Through piety, poetry will let you reach a place/ where Orion will be outshone by your girdle.
Poetry will make you as famous as a prince/ For “The poets are the princes of speech.”

Elsewhere Nizāmī describes the poet’s power in terms of his miraculous or even magic faculty to transform reality, to make a hundred things out of one, etc. All this is in the vein of Jurjānī’s description of poetry as a branch of magic (سحر sihr) in his eleventh-century Asrār al-balāgha (Secrets of Rhetoric). But it appears in a new – Islamicised – light, presenting the principle that legitimate power can only be reached through submission to the law, deriving from God’s power, or be illicit and thus pernicious, satanic.⁴⁸ Nizāmī’s work functions as an illustration of this fundamental Islamic rule based on the saying Ḥāla wa-ḥāla quwwata ʾillā billāh. He is careful to insist that his magic is licit (سحر حلال sihr-i halāl).

In a more secular sense, our poet never forgets to underline his superiority over his predecessors, particularly the great Firdawsī. Apart from his self-praise in his mathnāvīs, he also proposes a self-portrait in a remarkable qasīda which presents opposing points of view. The qasīda starts with pompous self-glorification; the second part expresses contrition and self-humiliation:

I am the King of kings of virtue by dint of the excellence of my poetic ideas (concetti) (maliku l-mulūk-i fazlām be-fazālat-i maʿ ānī). Space and time I have seized through (my) celestial vision/manner (mithāl). I am a breath/song/prayer of a far-reaching sound/ I am a bell of far-reaching fame.
I am a pen that traverses the world / I am a banner that conquers the world.
In the realm of speech, where my word enjoys perpetuation/ nobody has knocked at the door of astral bliss except me. [...] Poetry has been created by me as virtue by nobility/ Art has become conspicuous in me as freshness in youth.
My ghazals sound in the ears like organ music/ My wit delights the taste like purple red wine.
Of the movement of the stars, I am the origin, they the beneficiaries / For the layers of the sky, I am the water and they the vessels.

Some verses in the second part of the qasīda expressly revoke the pretensions made in the first part:

How can I pretend to be the leader of the poets?/ This is all vain brag like that of a caravan’s bell.
The brocade into which my saliva clotted, is but a cobweb/ The ornaments that I pretended to exemplify are but a cage of bones.⁴⁹

A similar opposition is also traceable at the end of Khusraw u Shīrīn. On the one hand, he ascertains that his works will be there in a hundred years, he will live on in his verses. On the other, he asks God’s forgiveness for the mistakes he might have made in them. Here are the last words of the poem:

وىُنتَدَدَ إِلَى النَّورَمِ / فِي ذَٰلِكَ الْوَرْقَ كَأَنَّى رَأَسَادَمُ الْمَكْرِمُ

кахم روابي ناش طافت شاد كامى

Khoda hār eft az Sohekarā

(ks104, 25-27)

I ended my poem in felicity / Folded the paper which I filled to this point.

O Lord, whatever mistake crept into it / Pardon it gracefully, you are the pardoner.

Happy be the souls of those / Who say: God’s mercy be on Nizāmī!

Nizāmī’s piety has, I believe, more to do with nizām (order, i.e. divine order on all levels, the individual being, the family, the state, the world, the cosmos), than with any detail of the Islamic sharī’a. He uses the word shar’ for the sake of the pun, but reflections on the Islamic sharī’a are absent from his work. His piety is in fact monotheistic rather than specifically Islamic. His world-view is not so much influenced by a Qur’anic outlook, as shaped and structured by the philosophy of the Brethren of Purity. This influence is particularly conspicuous in the Haft Paykar. (It is present also in the Iskandar Nāma where however, other sources are more important, as I already pointed out above.) The overarching structure of Haft Paykar (consisting in correspondences between the seven planets and their respective domains: the seven days of the week, the seven climes, seven colours etc.) is based on the world-view of the Brethren, which in its turn, is a continuation of Ptolemy’s cosmography, merged with Islamic, Persian and other elements.

Nizāmī’s rationalism deserves attention. Despite his adherence to reason, he is in no doubt that human reason is unable to disclose the secrets of the creation. He applies both the Ash’arite bi-lā kayf (God’s image in the Qur’an must be accepted “without how”) and the verdict Ghazālī expressed in the Ihyā’ ‘ulūm al-dīn: Man must not ask what causes the movement of the waves, he must not attribute it to the wind, nor the movement of a ship to the waves. Such attributions are a subtle form of shirk (associating secondary causes to the Prime Cause i.e. God) or of polytheism, God being the only true cause of everything. The correct and the wrong attitudes are
expounded in the Monday story of *Haft Paykar*, where Nizāmī confronts a pious man, Bishr, with an arrogant know-all (نَکْتَهُ گیر, *nukta-gîr*), whose name, Malikā, points to his non-Muslim affiliation, and who calls himself (امام عا لمیان, *imâm-i 'alâmiyân* “the Leader of the secularists” i.e. adherent of secularism). On the way, Malikā asks Bishr about the causes of natural phenomena, such as a rising black cloud, and then gives his own rationalistic explanation. Bishr’s answers are those of a Muslim believer:

.../ Do not interfere with God’s wisdom!
Not that I am an ignoramus in these things / In all these sciences, I am more learned than you are.
But man himself is not entitled to reason about the causes / nor to proceed according to his own fancy.50

A similar form of religious agnosticism is present in the hymns on God. The same Ash’arite attitude is also palpable in Nizāmī’s emphasis that Muhammad did see God at the summit of his ascension, clarifying his opinion in the unending debate on the *visio beatifica*.

At the end of the *Iskandar Nāma*, Nizāmī expresses wonderful thoughts about his own death,51 which I would like to quote here. After speaking about the passing-away of the great philosophers whom Iskandar had gathered at his court, he adds:

IN40, 3-10

Having finished this tale, Nizāmī too, set out.
And it was not long before history shut the book of his life.
Three months and sixty-three years was he, when he started beating the drum, in order to announce that he was on the point of departing.
Having told how the former sages had passed away, he himself did so as well.
Bidding fare-well to the friends, he gave them advice and guidance. Smilingly, he said to them: ‘The Merciful makes me trust in his pardon. Keep your worries afar from me! Yours is this caravanserai, mine is that house of joys! He was still in this talk, when sleep overwhelmed him and it was as if he had never been awake...

Let us close the chapter with the admonition to his son, in the introduction to Laylī u Majnūn:

(LM9, 14-25)

Do not corrupt yourself with poetry / for the best of it is the most untruthful!52
Do not seek fame from this art / because it has been sealed (i.e. perfected) by Nizāmī.
(In short) even though poetry is of a high rank / aspire after a science that is useful.
In this register of curved lines (the Ptolemaic universe) / try to know yourself (strive for self-knowledge)!
Learn the anatomy of your body / for this knowledge enlightens the mind.
The Prophet said: “Science is twofold / Science about religions, and science about bodies.”53
From the navel of both comes a good scent / They mean (the professions of) jurist or physician.
Be a physician of Jesus’ mind / not one who kills human beings!
Be a jurist, who amasses works of piety / not one who teaches ruses!
If you achieve both, you will be high-placed / well-appreciated by everyone.
You will be lord of the two poles of being (life and death) /
Informed about the two litters (this world and yonder world).
Take pains with every leaf you read / in order to fully comprehend each science.

Artists, Sages and Saints, Princes and Prophets

Certain groups among the human species are endowed with particular metaphysical qualities: the prophets and the princes (caliphs etc.), but also, for those who venerate wisdom, the sages, for those who venerate the fine arts, poets, painters, musicians, architects, and especially for adherents of the mystical world-view, the saints (mostly the leaders of mystical orders). They represent, in different degrees, the “cosmic” or “perfect man”.

Nizāmi’s self-portrait as a poet is also the portrait of the real, great poet with his magical power, wielded by him through the power of his speech. He paints similarly powerful pictures of masters of other arts. There are the two court musicians in Khusraw u Shīrīn, Bārbad and Nakīsā, whose power verges on the magic:

Bārbad took place, the barbyton in hand / encompassing the world like a spherical globe.
Giving a rub-down to the friends with his song / Healing heart’s wounds with his plectrum.
His heart’s smoke (i.e. sigh) surpassed that of the aloe / So much so, that his lute struck a blow on the song of Dāvūd.
He had the same tune resounding within his brain / Which the musician Jesus had in his heart.
He changed the hearts into a fumigating pan / So that they burnt aloe, while he struck his lute.
When he played those sweet melodies / The night-swarming birds would fall into sleep.
So fiercely would he pluck the barbyton’s ear / That it started to sigh from all its heart.
When he struck the silk of the lute with his plectrum / He would make the whole creation resound.

Nakīsā the harpist is praised in a similarly hymn-like tone, the apex of which is the following:

(KS78, 102)

He invented such harmonious melodies, that Venus started to dance around the spheres

Nizāmī also praises the painters. Their paintings cannot be distinguished from reality, as in the anecdote about Mānī who is not only a prophet but also the paragon of a great painter in the Islamic tradition. On his way to China, thirsty after a long journey through the desert, Mānī approaches a lake. As he wants to scoop up water, the jug breaks. Chinese people, who did not want Mānī to convert them, had made this lake of crystal, with waves engraved on it and painted grass surrounding it. Angrily, Mānī paints on the crystal a dead dog, its carcass teeming with worms, so that nobody will ever again be deceived by the false lake.

The two architects who figure in the first part of Haft Paykar, also deserve a mention. The first is Simnār, the builder of the famous castle Khavarnaq.57 The master is described to King Nu’mān as follows:

(HP9, 7-19)

A famed man dwells in Grecian lands / clever? Stone is wax within his hands;
Learned and skilled, of matchless art / of Sām’s race56, and his name Simnār:59

زیریکی کو ز سنگ سرد موم
سام تسنی و نام او سمنار
به همه دیده ای پستیده
هر یکی در نهاد خوش تمام
زینتیں گز و پیش تیشه او
او ستاد هزار توانست
رقص انگل و ارتفاع شناس
از دم عکبوت اصطرالاب
هم رقص بنده و گل لویت گشای
از شیبی صوت و کینه مهر
کائن چینین کسوت او تواند بافت
کز ستاره جراح بر پایان

(HP9, 7-19)
The whole world has observed his skill / all praise him; he has built withal,
In Syria and Egypt, some / fine buildings, perfect every one.
The Greeks bow to his skill; in Chin / from his pick artists chips do glean.
Although a builder, clearly he / a myriad artists holds in sway.
And, of sound judgement, he can tell / the secrets of the stars as well.
His gaze draws o'er the sphere a web / like the spider of the astrolabe.\(^6^0\)
Like Apollonius\(^6^1\) wise, he can / devise and loose all talismans.
He knows the veiled ones of the sky / The moon's raids, the sun's hostile eye;
He'll solve this problem, only he / can such a precious fabric weave.
He'll raise a vault from earth so high / that it will plunder from the sky
The stars' bright lamps.\(^6^2\)

The second architect in this novel, Shīda, describes himself in a similar high-flown self-panegyric to Bahrām, who needs an architect to build the Castle of the Seven Pavilions, to shelter his seven brides. Shīda promises that his castle will be a talisman for the king, protecting him against the evils of the world:

که نیارد به روى شاه گنجد

(HP25,81)

I'll form a likeness to the lofty spheres / by means of which they will not harm the king.\(^6^3\)

The character of the wise man, whose advice is sought for by the hero of the Tuesday Story, is interesting. The hero wants to win access to the castle of the proud "Lady of the Castle" (بَنُوی حصار bānū-yi hisār), known as Turandot in later works.\(^6^4\) He is aware that without magic he is unable to defeat the talismans by which she has protected her domicile and accordingly looks for the necessary instructions with a teacher described as:

(HP29,147-154)
A learned man, who bound / Foul demons, joined with fairies, tamed
Each Science’s rebellious steed / And mastered every art, out-stripped
His fellows, opened every door / To others closed (...)
He set out / Towards that glorious Simurgh ...
His smiling fortune then ordained / that from that Khizr he obtained/ Much knowledge.65

The man is thus called “Simurgh” and “Khizr”, and a few lines later, philosopher.66 It is difficult to decide whether this reflects Nizāmī’s belief that magic is a branch of philosophy, or whether on the contrary, he pillories this kind of belief. The Iskandar Nāma throws light on Nizāmī’s attitude towards the occult sciences: in line with the prevailing belief of his time, he seems convinced of the reality of magic.67

Excepting Ilyās, who accompanies Iskandar during his search of the Water of Life, one other real saint appears in Nizāmī’s work: the ascetic to whose himmat, “psychic energy”, Iskandar calls for help in order to take the fortress of Darband (see above).68 This saint is not introduced with the usual panegyric. The only indication of his spiritual power, before he performs the miracle, is his remark:

کم سنگرا زر بدن کیمیا
گیا پوشم و قوت من هم گیا

(SN36,81)

My clothes are of grass and my food is grass as well. / With this alchemy I transmute stone into gold.

Princes appear endowed with cosmic power in the panegyrics dedicated to them in the prologue of each of Nizāmī’s mathnavī. He describes one of his patrons, Körp Arslan the ruler of Maragha, a prince of limited, local importance, as almost as powerful as the Prophet:

பادشاهی که ملک هفت اقیام
حجت مملکت به قول و به قهر
حسرو تاج با خش نخت تشان
همسر اسما ن و هم کف ابر
فلت هستی چو در کلید اماد
اوست ان عالمی که از کف خویش
صحف گردن ز شرح او ورقی
بحر و بر هردو زیر فرمانش
سر بلندی چنان بلند سریر
در بزرگی برabra ملک است

(HP5, 8-10 and 17-23)
That king whose rule the Seven Climes,/ unto his fortune bound,
proclaim.
The kingdom’s proof, in word and might; /his rule a wonder in
time’s sight.
Crown-giver and king-maker he, /showering on all his treasury (...)
The heavens’ mate, the rain-cloud’s palm,/ a lion in form as well as
name.
When Being’s lock had found its key,/ one Essence caused this
world to be.
He is that world, from whose hand rain,/ each moment, pearls with-
out end.
His wisdom makes Heaven’s book leaf out; / his bounty makes the
shamed sea sweat.
Both land and sea his rule commands,/ his praise sung by their de-
nizens.
His noble nature soars to heights / unreachable by flagging
thoughts.
In greatness like an angel he, / he sphere’s twin in nobility.69

These utopian portraits are balanced by the realistic pictures of Nizāmī’s
royal heroes as human beings, liable to all kind of temptations and faults,
but also by occasional general remarks about the vices of rulers, such as
the following uttered in connection with the murder of the architect
Simmār:

Kings are like fire, from whose light / those are safe who look at it
from afar.
And this fire is like a rose-bush, / Roses, if you look at it, but thorns
at your breast.
The king is like a vine, he does not twist / around those plants that
grow but far from it.
But that one which he entwines quite intensely, / will lose its root
and fruit and end in misery.
The Prophet Muhammad

In the valuable notes to his translation of *Haft Paykar*, Wilson mentions that Nizāmī presents Muhammad as the universal soul and the *macanthropos*.70 In his panegyric descriptions of the Prophet, even though the magnificence is less overwhelming than for the panegyrics of rulers, Nizāmī does not fall far behind poets like ‘Attār. His image of the Prophet is almost divinisation, the Prophet appearing as a supernatural being, invested with cosmic power. Thus, in the prologue of *Haft Paykar*:

(HP2, 1-2 and 7-8 and 12-14)

The primal Circle’s centre and / The Seal upon Creation’s line;  
The ancient sphere’s first fruit, the crown / of lofty discourse, reason’s gem (…)  
He foremost goal, we all in need / Muhammad he, his mission praised.  
Of that first clay that Adam pressed,/ he essence pure, all others dregs (…)  
He put day’s brightness in the shade: / What talk of shade, with sun displayed!  
Of worldly rule the godly stay, / he worldly rulers mates and slays,  
Abasing all who would rebel,/ grasping the hand of those who fell.

In the *Sharaf Nāma*, the hymn on Muhammad begins as follows:

(SN, 3,1-4)

Special apostle of the creator;/ Transmitter of the right argument,  
Most precious crown of the free (āzādigān)./ More valuable than the whole of Adam’s progeny:  
Muhammad, by whose name is adorned / everything existing from eternity to eternity.
(He is) the lamp, whose moth is insight/ and which bestows light on the whole of creation.

In the following Description of the Ascension, we find:

ز معراج او در شب ترکتز
وز ان ترددان آسمان پایه ای

(SN3, 24-5)

Through His Ascension in that turbulent night / the ladder-makers of Heaven were donned in brocade.
The night is a shadow of his ascension,/ the sky a rung of that celestial ladder.

The Qur’anic statement, put in the mouth of Muhammad: ana basharun mithlukum (“I am a man like you.” Surah 18,110), had developed long before Nizāmī’s time. A decisive step in this development was Hallāj’s Tawāsīn containing the glorification of the Prophet. From the very beginnings, the aim was probably to surpass the Christian image of Jesus as pan-tocrator. The issue of violence in the life of the Prophet must have been problematic for Nizāmī, who repeatedly pleads for non-violence. As I mentioned elsewhere, the poet chose an ephemeral and little-known incident in the life of the Prophet to stress his mildness. During the battle of Uhud, Muhammad’s mouth was hit by a stone, which broke a few teeth. He did not react with wrath, leaving it to God to punish the culprit. In the later versions of the story, rather than breaking his teeth, the stone turns his teeth into jewels. A mention of the teeth alludes to this incident in the introduction to Makhzan al-Asrār. Nizāmī returns to it in later poems. In the hymn in the Sharaf Nāma, he claims that Muhammad never used his sword to kill, thus negating those episodes where enemies (e.g. Meccan poets, who had mocked the new religion) were executed at the Prophet’s order. Nizāmī also never specifically mentions battles, even though he does occasionally state that the prophet defeated infidels, such as the fire-worshippers. An important point is Nizāmī’s request to the Prophet to participate in his spiritual power. This is reminiscent of the statement in Laylī u Majnūn that poetry is close to prophethood:

... در دفتر ما نویس یک حرف...
نیروی دل نظامی از تو
وز بهر خدا شافعی کن

(LM2, 104, 105 and 107–8)
From that tablet, which you read from the beginning.
... / Write a few letters into my copy-book! (…)
O you, through whom my work finds fulfilment, / from whom the power of Nizāmī’s heart stems!
Content yourself with a prayer from this heart, /and intercede for me, in the name of God!

■ Angels and demons

The higher orders of demons, saints, prophets and angels appear in Nizāmī’s work, though he does not give a description of the cosmos, as does Qazwīnī in his ʻAjāʻib al-Makhlūqāt. In the Wednesday story of Haft Paykar (HP30), Māhān encounters various uncanny people, which turn out to be demons. Finally he meets, or rather is met, by Khizr, who has taken Māhān’s shape, thus leading him to self-knowledge. Khizr is present at several crucial moments as an inspirer of Nizāmī.

Angels appear almost exclusively in the descriptions of Muhammad’s ascension to Heaven. They are less important than the planets and the zodiacal signs, who serve the Prophet. In the mīrāj description in Laylī u Majnūn (LM20,70-77), the poet briefly mentions the archangels Gabriel, Michael and Israfil, surpassed by the Prophet’s power and glory. A few verses later, the angels appear around the divine throne, engaged in their praise of God. Muhammad’s light is so intense, that, even though they are immaterial beings, these angels throw a shadow on God’s throne.

The only other angelic creatures in Nizāmī’s work are of pre-Islamic origin: Sraosha (Surūsh in New-Persian), the Zoroastrian angel-messenger, and Khizr, the immortal wanderer, considered in Islamic mysticism as an initiator into gnostic and mystical knowledge. Khizr and Surūsh are both also inspirers of poets. Nizāmī tells how he was incited by Khizr to write a book about Alexander the Great, and then in the later course of events, reproaches him for letting dead philosophers speak. He also tells how Iskandar was introduced to the office of prophethood by Surūsh. Khizr also appears as companion of Iskandar during his search for the Water of Life. Khizr alone will find it and thereby achieve immortality. As mentioned above, Khizr also appears at the climax of the Wednesday Story in Haft Paykar in a wonderfully plastic allegory showing Māhān, at the end of his illusions, attaining self-knowledge (this is one of Nizāmī’s major concerns throughout his whole oeuvre).

■ The sky

I will examine two aspects of Nizāmī’s cosmology: the spheres and the stars. In Nizāmī’s world-order, the world is embedded or enshrouded in the nine spheres of the Ptolemaic universe (i.e. the seven planetary spheres,
the sphere of the fixed stars and the encircling sphere). These represent
time and fate and are usually expressed by metaphors such as the “seven
(or nine) snakes”. (It would be rewarding to compile these metaphors in or-
der to study them closely.) Basing himself on a passage towards the end of
*Haft Paykar*, Bausani argued that Nizāmī believed in the existence of more
than one universe; an assumption seeming to derive from his concept of di-
vine omnipotence.80 This interpretation is perhaps too far-fetched, as the
passage in question mentions this world and yonder world, and that God
has created more than we are aware of.81

For Nizāmī, the sun and the moon counted as planets, together with the
five remaining planets and the other nightly stars. As Ritter has shown in
his ingenious study on Nizāmī’s *Bildersprache* (Ritter (1927)), his descrip-
tions of morning and evening, of dark or starry nights, announce the next
events. Long before Nizāmī, Firdawsī already used this poetical technique
called *husn-i istihlāl* (good beginning) in his famous “sunrise verses.” The
morning before Shīrīn’s bathing in the pond is described as follows:

(KS24, 64-6)

*The dawn breathed whiteness,/ while blackness uttered the sound of
despair.*

*Thousands of narcissi sank/disappeared from the world-turning
sphere / for the one yellow rose*82 *to rise.*

*Shīrīn spurred her mount /*

Khusraw’s murder is announced in the following verses describing the
night of the crime:

(KS95,1-3)

*It was a dark night that had robbed moon’s light / And, like a de-
mon, had stolen the whole sphere.*

*Time had thousands of hands bereft of strength, / The sphere had
thousands of eyes, which did not see (lit. night-blind).*

*The king laid his legs, bound in golden fetters,/ on the two silver
thighs of Shīrīn.*
The following verses introduce two sections of the battle between the Persian and the Chinese armies in *Haft Paykar*:

(HP22, 55-60)

In the deep blackness of a night /which, like a snake, devoured light;  
A night which quenched all lamps, when plain / and hill were blacker than crow’s wing;  
As if a drunken Zangi horde / ran to and fro with brandished sword;  
And men in fear of that black foe / opened their eye, and nothing saw;  
And the bright sphere, in blackest silks, / was like a wine-jar smeared with pitch;  
On such a night of amber pure, / Bahrām waged his Bahramian war.\(^{83}\)  

In another ominous image, the morning description imperceptibly takes us down from the blood-tinged crepuscular sky to the blood-flooded battlefield upon earth:

(HP22, 70-2)

When morning drew the sun’s bright sword, / The sphere disclosed a bowl of blood.  
How should the sword lack bowl and blood? / With sword and basin, blood abounds.  
From all that blood red rivers flowed, / and bore off heads like polo balls.\(^{84}\)

Here is the opening of the chapter on Iskandar’s games with the Chinese slave-girl:

(HP22, 57-8)
In a night brighter than the shining day, / With the moon more beaming than the sun,
When from the glittering green dome / the blackboards of the children of the earth had turned into emerald,
And the stars were writing on those boards with silver-pen / so many words of hope and fear.
Those who know to read these letters,/ will not settle down in this bottomless cave (this world).
What is the good of worrying with worldly affairs?/ You should not spend any day too much with that!
The world is not worth your grief, give yourself to joy!/ This palace has not been made for grief.
The world was made for joy and satisfaction,/ not for oppression and affliction (...)
Bring the wine of mirth, we will put it (the decanter) down with mirth/ And we will give it away (offer it to others) with mirth.85

God

It is striking that, with just a few exceptions, Nizāmī addresses God in the second person, whereas he normally speaks of the Prophet and his ascension in the third person. These prayers to God are sometimes called مناجات (munājāt, confidential talk). Nizāmī stresses the omnipotence, the creative power of God, as in the first words of his first mathnāvī:

Bismillahi r-rahmani r-rahim / This is the key for the door of the sage’s treasury.86
The opening of thought and the seal of speech / Is the name of God, use it as your seal.
Some lines from munajāt-i avval of Makhzan al-Asrār:

ئاک ضعیف از تو توانا شده
ما بتو قائم چو تو قائم بذات
تو بکس و کس بتو مانند نی
وانکه نمیدست و نمیرد توئی
ملک تعالی و نقدس ترست
قاب خاصا تو کنی بیستون

O You, from whose existence everything has come forth./ The weak dust has become mighty through You.
Under Your banner is the universe:/ We exist through You, You exist through yourself.
Your being does not adopt form. / You do not resemble nor resembles you any being.
You are the one who does not change./ You are immortal (lit: have not died and will not die).
We are all transient (fānī), Yours is eternity./ The Kingdom most high and most holy is Yours.
The dust is in rest through you./ You created the green dome (of the sky).

On the one hand, Nizāmī versifies dogmas of Islamic, or rather monotheistic, theology; on the other, he describes God’s creation and omnipotence with ever new and magnificent images, bold and beautiful metaphors, and of course, incredible anthropomorphisms:

He released the gall of mist from the heart of the sea,/ the fountain of Khizr from the brim of verdure.
He shed the cup of dawn upon the night-black clay, / the last drops of it into the mouth of the stone.
From the water and the fire, which He mixed, / He formed the fat of the pearls and the suet (lit. kidney) of the topaz,
The heart-blood of the earth, by dint of the fever of the wind,/ He put into the liver of the liver-like ruby.
Such verses, which I chose almost at random, illustrate both the enormous difficulty in understanding Nizāmī’s metaphors, and the denseness of his diction. They also exemplify one of the major rhetoric figures used throughout his work, the murā‘āt al-naẓīr. (All the images in a verse or a sequence of verses are taken from the same semantic field. In this case, it is the human body, suggesting once more the influence of the Brethren of Purity. One of their tenets was the comparability, in fact the correspondence, of the cosmos and the human body.) In the anthropomorphic descriptions of God, Nizāmī’s fantasy knows no limit and only paraphrases can render the density of the imagery:

Who except You, gave the spheres their polo-stick-like bends,/ put in the body’s pot the salt of the soul?

Time (the aeon) is the one that spurs the horse of your orders / The shoulder of the sky is the one that turns (i.e. bears) your saddle-cloth.

The second munājāt ends with a moving prayer, in which Nizāmī, otherwise so self-assured, humiliates himself before God:

What is this speech, what is this declamation?/ It’s all repentance, both for the said and the unsaid.

Where is my heart, where is this soaring flight (lit.: this feather and
wing)? / Who then am I, to glorify the Lord of power? 
What encouraged my soul to embark on this sea? / What made my 
heart so bold that it drank from that well? 
In the endeavour to describe You, I was struck dumb, / murmuring 
"Who knows God"?

Now that we are ashamed of our immature speech, / do pardon us 
out of your benevolence!
If we have come before You headless and without feet, it is out of 
hope in You that we came.
Help us, O companion of the afflicted! / Grant us resort, O You, re-
sort of the resortless!
The caravan has departed, look at our backwardness! / O You, our 
helper, look at our helplessness.
Whom shall we seek refuge with, You are without peer! / Whom shall 
we flee to, you are the one who shelters.
We will not seek a qibla apart from You, / If You do not console us, 
who will? (...)
O you, through whom Nizâmi’s name is honourable, / who is a lord, 
because he is Your slave!
Send the gift of Your blessings upon his tongue! / Send the knowl-
edge of Yourself (or Your pardon: maghfirat-i khwâsh) into his soul!

The prayer is reminiscent of the second part of Nizâmi’s grandiose self-
portrait in the above-mentioned qasîda. We are also reminded of Shîrîn’s 
heart-breaking prayer at the moment of her greatest despair. Another 
thought in Nizâmi’s prayer is the divine significance of everything created, 
as expressed in a munâjât in the prologue of the Sharaf Nâma:


All that is created is for the spectator / a sign of the creator.
My sight dwells where your regard abides. / How should I not see 
through it your path?!
I behold you in everything created, / for you are the maker, and 
everything else is made.
Every shape, for those equipped with erudition and insight, / points 
to the painter of the shape.
In the chapter in Praise of God in the prologue to Laylī u Majnūn, the poet speaks of his own death almost the way a mystic would:

If death appears, why should I be afraid?/ I know, that is the way that leads to You.
This death, it is not garden nor a flower-bed,/ It is the way to the old friends' abode.
How long shall I be wailing about death?/ Since death comes from Him, so may it come!
For if I look with comprehension,/ this death, it is not death, but just a change of places:
First from a place of eating to a place of sleeping,/ then from a place of sleeping to a royal banquet.

In conclusion, I will enumerate seven points, which seem to me of primordial importance in order to understand Nizâmi’s work.

1. From the very beginning of his poetic activity, Nizâmi is aware of his unique rank as a poet and of the power of poetry.
2. Throughout his work, his message is centered on humanity.
3. He pleads for rationality, self-awareness, responsibility.
4. His work addresses the question of how to correctly handle power in all shapes and at all levels. Power is licit only when one derives it from Divine Power and when one consciously submits to it.
5. He pleads for non-violence.
6. He is aware of the transience of the world and of human existence.
7. He is unique in his understanding of the human psyche and in his – mostly silent – affirmation of the female dignity and even superiority.
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